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Cyclical indicators for the United Kingdom 
economy 
Introduction 
Recurrent fluctuations in the level and growth rate of the 
eeonomy have been a feature of the Western industrialised 
nations for many yea"rs. These fluctuations have been 
termed 'business cycles', A cycle in this sense consists of an 
expansion occurring al approxima tely the same time in many 
economic activities and ~ctors. followed by a cOnlraction 
and revival leading on to the next expansion. The sequence 
of changes is recurrent but by no means regular, either in 
duration or amplitude of movement. 

In seeking to analyse and interpret curren t and historical 
information about the economy, statisticians and economists 
have used seve ral approaches. One is to construct econo
metric models, embodying hypotheses abou t the nature and 
direction of economic causality, and to use historical data 
to check the validi ty of the modds and to estimate the 
magnitudes of Ihe unknown coefficients. A model so 
constructed may be used to interpret the past and to predict 
the future. Another method, complementary to, rather than 
competitive with, model-building, is to use the set of tech
niques which have come to be known as 'cyclical analysis'. 
Broadly, these techniques involve studying a large number of 
series of economic data to see what regu larities can be found 
in their cyclical behaviour, and using these regularities to 
obtain a description and, so far as possible, interpretation of 
cyclical movements in the whole economy. 

Cyclical analysis was devdoped in the United States of 
America, and so far little work has been done using these 
techniques in the United Kingdom. This article describes a 
study of the cyclical movements of the United Kingdom 
economy in recent yea rs, which has been carried out by the 
Central Slatistical Office (CSO), and il introduces a 
regular feat ure of Economic Tunds, in which a set of 
cyclical indicators for the United Kingdom economy will be 
presented. 

Definitions of terminology 
Cyclical analysis has produced a substantial terminology of 
ils own. Brief explanations of some of the commoner 
terms are given here, to' clarify the later description of the 
methods used in the CSO study. 

In analysing the cyclical behaviour of an individual 
economic variable, two particularly significant points may be 
identified in each cycle : a peak, when expansion changes to 
contraction, and a trough, when contraction changes to 
expansion. Peaks and troughs are collectively referred to as 
tuming points or turns. Some variables are clearly negative 
variables, moving always in an opposite sense to the general 
economy; for example, an economic peak would correspond 
to a trough in unemployment. To maintain consiSlency in 
analysing variables, such series are analysed in an invuud 
form, that is with peaks interpreted as troughs and viet! 
versa. 

When many series showing cyclical behaviour are con
sidered together, it is often found that there are systematic 
timing relationships between their corresponding turning 
points. Those variables which regularly turn earliest are 

known as leading variables. t~ose which turn latest as lagging 
variables. 

There is usually a central group of variables, whose 
turning points are close together in lime. and which may be 
regarded as together summarising movements in the econo
my as a whole. The group will typically include measures of 
such major economic factors as industrial production, retail 
sales, and employment. Considering these variables together, 
it is possible to derive a set of turning points re presenting 
the cyclical movements of a hypothetical variable which may 
be thought of as 'aggregate economic activity'. The aggre
gate cycle is the referenu cycfe, and its lurning points 
conslitule.the reference chronology. The identification of the 
reference cyc le is usually one of the principal objectives of 
cyclical analysis. 

Given the reference cycle, other variables may be classified 
accord ing 10 their usefulness as indicators of the cycle. The 
first requirement of an indicator is conformity to the cycle, 
in the sense that its turns may be matched with those of the 
reference cycle, with few missed or extra turns. When the 
turns have been matched with the reference cycle. it is 
possible to measure the lead or lag oflhe series a t each lurn. 
The median lead is used to determine the timing class of the 
series. that is, to label it a leading, COincident, or lagging 
indicator (coincident shou ld be interpreted as 'roughly 
coincident', and includes ind icators with a median lead close 
to zero). Much inlerest naturally attaches to leading 
indicators, and the whole exercise is sometimes referred to 
as 'leading indic3tor analysis'. However, coincident and 
lagging indicators are useful as confirmation of an evolving 
cyclic pattern. 

One important factor in judging the usefulness of an 
indicator is the ease with which the cyclic pallern may be 
identified. Many series show a great deal of irregular period
to-period variation, which may be sufficient to obscure the 
cycle. Rules have been suggested for idenlifying turning
points in such series, but in difficult cases it may be necessary 
to use some form of smoothing. The commonest procedure 
is the MCD mOl/ing average. (MCD, 'months for cyclical 
dominance', is defined in the article 'Measuring variability 
in economic time series', Economic Trends, August 1972. 
Roughly speaking, MCD indicates the degree of irregularity 
ofa series by showing the number of consecutive values which 
must be averaged to ensure that irregular variations have 
less influence on the result than does the underlyini cyclical 
movement.) Smoothing must be used with care, since it is 
well known that calculation of moving averages may 
produce Ihe appearance of cyclic behaviour in random 
series. Another problem is that a series may display subc)'cles 
or minor cyclical variations superimposed on the major 
cycles. Again, rules may be devised to eliminate subcycles 
from the analysis. However, in extreme cases these problems 
may lead to a series being regarded as unsuitable for use as 
an indicator. 

Other work in cycUcaI aaalysls 
The early development of cyclical analysis is associated with 
the National Bureau for Economic Research (NBER) in the 
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USA. and pa rticula rly with the names of Burns andMitchell. 
A full descripti on o f this work is contained in M~Qsuring 
Business eye/fS. by Burns and Mitchell , and Business Cycle 
Indicators, t'di lc:d by Moore: The: method is widely known in 
the USA . whe re il fo rms the basis o f a mOnlhly feature in 
the US Bureau of Commerce publication Business Con
ditions Digesl, giving a reference chronology of turning 
poi nls in aggregate: economic activity and a set of indicator 
variables classified by econom ic process and timing relat ion
ship to the reference cycle. Publ icat ions with a simila r 
coverage to Business Conditions Digest arc: also produced by 
official sources in Canada and Japan. 

Rect'nlly some cyclical analysis st udies have been under
tahn in th~ UK. Apart from the CSO st udy d~scribed in this 
ar t icl~, th~ most substant ial is a just-compl~ted study by th~ 
National Institut~ for Economic and Social R~s~arch 
(NIESR). This study differed from oth~r cyclical analysis 
work in that, rather than trying to find a ref~rence cycl~, it 
took sin~le major economic se ries as 'target variabl~s', and 
attempted to find leading indicators for thes~ target s. The 
resul ts of the NIESR study will be published during 1975 
as an Occasional Paper ~ntitled err/ical Indicators for the 
Post War British Economy by D. J . O·Dea . 

Recently the NBER hav~ undertaken a cycl ical analysis 
for s~v~ral major OECD (Organisation for Economic Co
operation and Development) countries. in connection 
with a proposed publication provisionally entitled Inter
notiof/al Eronomic Indirotors . The object of the study was to 
investigate the timing relationships between simi larly 
defined va riables within each of th~ economies studied. and 
also any systematic relationship that might ~x i st between 
cyclic mov~ments in the differ~nt ~conomies. In studyi ng 
lh~ UK. the NBER too k th~ clos~st available equiva lents of 
their lat~st (1966) short-list of economic indicators for the 
US. A preli minary study using the standard NBER methods 
showed that. although the economic mechanisms leading 
to the cycles are presumably very different in the two 
economies, the UK variables generally had a close relation
ship 10 their US counterparts in timing classification and 
even in median leads. This study. in which the eso col
laborated, gave grounds for optimism that cyclical analysis 
would give useful results for the UK economy. 

Methods used in the eso study 
Removal of trend 
The usual starting-point in cyclical analysis has been the 
seasonally adjusted series. However, a major consideration 
in planning the eso study was that, although there is 
evidence of cyclical behaviour, many of the principal 
economic variables show such a strongly rising secular trend 
that down-turns seldom. ifever, occur. Several of these varia
bles, such as industrial production or retail sales, are ones 
which would normally be given great importance in 
determining the ·reference cycle. This means that a reference 
chronology determined from such data would consist of 
long expansions with rare and brief contractions. Such a 
result would ignore the evidence that there are substantial 
cyclical fluctuations in the rate of growth . This phenomenon 
has been observed also in rcc:ent US work, where the term 
growth cycles has been used to describe it. 

Two methods have been proposed to make it possible to 
identify and study such growth cycles. One is to calculate 
and remove a long-term trend in the variabl.es. The devia
lions from the long-term trend will exhibit the cyclical 

fluctuations of growth in a clearly visible form . The alterna
tive is to take some measure of the rate of growth of the 
variabk. such as a nnual percentage change. I n many cases the 
two methods will show very similar cyclic patterns. although 
the timing of peaks and troughs may differ. However. the 
rate of growth method caus~s problems when the series is 
erratic, particularly if ext reme values occur, and percentage 
growth is difficu lt to define for series which can become zero 
or negative. For this reason, and 10 obtain uniformity of 
tr~atment. it was decided tha t all seri es should be analysed 
in terms of their deviations from a long-term trend. Some 
experiments were done with percentage changes, but the 
resul ts appeared less satisfactory. 

Several methods have been suggested fo r removing a 
long-term trend. NBER have defined the trend as a 75-
month (or 25-quaner) moving average, while the NJ F 
study used a si mple ex ponen tial growth. Since it is clear t. . 
long-term growth rates can vary from one era to another. it 
was felt that a long-span moving average would be better 
able to follow the underlying growth while smoothing out 
the cyclic variations. The evidence from series with lill ie 
long-term growth. and from visual inspection of growth 
patterns in series with a strong trend, was that cyctical 
movements in the UK economy in the post-war period have 
had a duration of around five years. As a resul t, it was 
decided tbat the long-term trend would be defined by a 
centred five-year moving average of the seasonally adjusted 
series. Such an average would completely su ppress cycles of 
exactly five years duration, and practically eliminate any 
shorter cycles and longer cycles up to six or seven years long, 
while fully reproducing any steady trend. 

Thi s method of d~fining the trend has the difficulty of 
leaving the trend unspecified for 21 years at each end of the 
series. One method of filling these ga ps, suggested by NBER 
work, is to fit regression lines to the first and lasl 5 years of 
data, and use these lines to extend the moving average to the 
ends of the series. Experiments have been carried out to see 
the effect of this process on artificial data containi .. e. 
various combinations of cycles and long-term trends. It uJ«! 
found that, a lthough there are substantial revisions to .lIe 
estimates of trend over the last 2! years as more observations 
are added. this does not cause any appreciable error in the 
location of turning points in the cyclic component. Pending 
further research, therefore . the regression method was used. 

Havingcalcu laled the long-term trend, the deviations from 
the trend (the trend-eliminated series) were obtained by 
subtraction. Allhough for some series d ivision might seem 
more appropriate, subtraction avoids the problems which 
arise with zero or negative values and reproduces essentially 
the same cyclical pattern . 

Identification offurning points 
Although examination of the shape of a curve will usually 
show quite clearly the general areas in which turning points 
lie, it is not always easy to assign them to precise mOnlhs. 
However, for the purpose of cyclical analysis such an 
assignment is essential. The NBER have suggested guide
lines dealing with such questions as extra cycles, step 
patterns, double or multiple peak situations, extreme values. 
minimum duration and amplitud~ of cycles. A computer 
program is available from NBER which will locate turning 
points automatically. However, until more experience has 
been obtained with the operation of the rules in lhe program. 
it was decided to select turns by judgement; the NBER 
guidelines were: taken as a starting point, but were modified 



in use \\here Ihc location of turning points seemed 10 have 
been distorted by unusua l c"ems. Whercvu possible the 
anaJysii wa s carried out on the trend-eliminated series. 
For so me high ly irregular se ries, however, it was necessary 
to .use an M CD moving average of Ihc trend·eliminated 
series. 

Jdtntijil'QtiOJl of the refl'rl' lIce cycle 

The variables used to define Ihc reference cycle wefe selected 
originally because of thei r rele vance \0 agg regate economic 
acti vity. and Ihc n chec ked to ensu re that Ihcy showed a 
rea sonable conformity in their cyclic movements. The 
variabre~ ch osen ..... ere the three mea sures of gross domestic 
produ..:\ at COM.lanl prices, industria l production and retail 
sales volume: account ..... as also taken of notified employ
ment \' acancie~. but mak ing allowance fo r the fact that it 
seemed to lag the other variables. The evidence of the 
vari ables was not unanimous. and it was necessa ry to use 
some judgement in selecting the reference turns, making due 
allo ..... ance for any special economic o r climat ic factors. In 
some cases there might be room for disagreement over the 
precise location of tu rning points, but the margin of doubt 
should not be more than a month or two. 

S~/erliol/ of jlUficarors 
About 150 variables were chosen as potential indicators. 
The selected variables were all judged to have some econo
mic relevance, and covered most economic sectors and 
processes. As far as possi ble they ..... ere taken from official 
published sou rCtS. Where necessary, series on different bases 
..... ere linked together to obtain a long run of data, and 
seasona l adjust ment ..... as carried out on those series which 
are pu bl ished only in unadjusted form . 

Each potentia l indicato r was trend-eliminated and 
analysed as already descri bed, and the Jist was progressively 
reduced \0 those ..... hich seemed most satisfactory as indica
tors. The followi ng criteria ..... ere applied in selecting the 
short· list: 

(i) There should be clear-cut cycl ical behaviour; 
(ii) peaks and trough s should show conformity with the 

reference cycle; 
(iii) the empha sis should be on lead ing indicators, since 

these are genera lly of most interest; 
(iv) chosen series should each ha\'e obvious economic 

significance: 
(v) together the series should cover a wide spread of 

economic processes and sectors; 
(vi) monthly series should be preferred to quarterly ones; 

(vii) smooth series should be preferred to irregular ones: 
(vi ii) series wi th a long ru n of data should be preferred : and 

(lA) series without elltfeme values should be preferred. 
The aim \.\as to have a short-list containing leading, 

coincident and lagging indicators in the proportions 2:1 : 1. 
Such a split reflects the greater interest in leading indicators· 
In the e\'ent 8 leading. 5 coincident and 5 lagging indicators 
were ident ifi ed. The tOlal is rather smaller than was hoped, 
and rurther research \.\ ill be directed to finding more 
indicators. Ho.)wever, the)e numbers give groups or a con
venient size ror si mu ltaneous presentation (the leading 
indicat ors being spl it into two groups, wi th longer and shorter 
leads). 

To decid e the timing classification, any series with a 
median lead o\er the reference cycle of three months or more 
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was regarded as a leading indicator : sim ilarly, a lag orthree 
months o r more deijned a lagging ind icalOr. The remainder 
were regarded as (roughly) coincident. 

Combinatioll of intfifafors 

Having round groups or ind icators with simi lar timing 
relationships to the rere rence cycle. it is or interest to see 
whethe r the indica tors in a group can be combined into one 
synthetic indicator. Such a combination provide~ a conven
ient summary or the group. and it might be hoped that it i ~ 
less affected by irregular va riat ions than the indi vid ual 
indica to rs. Several kinds of combined indicat or~ ha\e been 
proposed in earlier work, particula rly by the N BER . The 
two classes wh ich ha ve been stud ied in th e present work are 
compoJilt imliceJ and diJfuJilJ1I im/in'l·. 

A composite indell is formed by combin ing toget her in 
some way the actual values of the indicators at correspond 
in g times. One cannot simply add together the va lue~ or the 
indicators, since they may be in diJTerent un its of mea Sure · 
ment ; some ro rm of standardisa ti on to common un it s mu st 
be applied fir st. The usual proced ure is to scale each 
indicator by d ividing the values by a mea ~ure of the ampli
tude or the cyclical variations, and then add a comtant so 
that the series takes the value 100 at a selected da te. Th is 
process, which is known as amplitude standardisation, turns 
each indicator into a form or indell number showing cyclical 
variations around 100 with a common amplitude. The 
indicators may then be combined using a simple average, or 
a weighted average may be used ir it is possible to grade the 
series according to reliability . Ir some of the series are par· 
ticu larly irregular, it may be desirable to calculate an MCD 
moving average befo re combin ing them. 

A diffusion indu uses a scoring system ba sed on the 
number of se ries which are increasing and decreasi ng at any 
given time . A simple di ffusion indell gives the num ber or 
series increasing m inus the number of series de::reasing, 
expressed as a percentage of the total number of series: a 
cumulated diffusion indell is rormed by adding together the 
va lues ora simple diffusion indell rrom the start or th e series. 
Either type or series may take posi ti ve and negati ve value s, 
and will usually show cyclic variations about zero. Because it 
is a scoring system, a diffusion index does not requi re any 
standardisation or the indicator series and. in genera l, gives 
equal weight to all indicators. Aga in it may sometimes be 
desirable to use MCD-smoothed indicator series. 

With any type of combined indicator. it is necessary to 
devise rules dealing with the situation where some indicators 
are not available ror the entire span of the series. This arises 
particularly with the most recent values. since some ~ries 
have longer reporting delays than others. The choice is 
either to use an incomplete set or indicators fo r the latest 
obser.vations, or to have a combined ind icat o r which is 
delayed by an amount equal to the longest reporting lag . 

Results of the CSO study 
As rar as possible all series used in the study run rrom 1957 
to the pre)en t, although in some cases a later start ing date 
had to be used. It is desi rable to have a long run of data for 
cyclical analy)is. and from some poi nts or view 194~ could 
have been:1 beller sta rting point. However, it is d iffi cult to 
obtain long runs of homogeneous data for many \' a r i able~, 
and for any data ell tend ing over long spans there must be a 
suspicion or structural changes in the economy \.\h ich could 
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upset timing relationships . The cho ice of 1957 wa s a 
compromise between these conflicting crite ria. 

Reference chronology of turning points in growth 
cycles 
J.nuary 1957 - December 1974 

Puk 

March 1960 
December 1964 

Mly 1969 
(July 1973) 

Trough 

OClobef 1958 

Oerobe. 1962 
December 1966 

M,Irch 1971 

Note .. The \lm,nlil 01 the la test peak IS stoll re ga.ded as provIsional. 
Ahho"lIh i, lin t) !!n ",sed 'Il ,he analys, s 01 the lead lind lag paueln 01 
ind,,,,,d,,al ,ncl,eal01$. it wd l no. be Shown on lhe cha.ts lIn! i' more e vidence 
15 avaIlable 10 co"r.rm 11. 

The above ta ble shows the reference chronology selected, 
usi ng Ihc chosen determinants of thc cycle. There are four 
complete cycles, which allows up to eight val ues to be used 
in determining the median leads or lags of the indicators. 
The selected indica to rs are given in Appendix I; they are 
arrangcd in thc fou r timing gro ups defined earlier (twO 
groups of leading ind icators. roughly coincide nt and lagging), 
and the frequencies and median lead s are listed. 

The st udy of combined indicators for the fou r groups led 
to a choice of composite ind ices based o n amplitude 
standa rdised and MCD-smoothed series with equa l weigh ts. 
These indices sho ..... ed clear cyclical patterns with well· 
defined turns and a consistent timing relationship with the 
reference cycle; they seemed preferable o n these grounds to 
diffusion indices. 

II was decided that. in order to gi ve some indication of the 
latest movement , the values of the co mposite indices wo uld 
be calculated up to the most rKent observation of any 
indicator, even where this involved usi ng an incomplete set 
o f indicators. Clearly such values must be treated with more 
caution than those based on a complete sel. To emphasise 
this point. the chart s wilt use a different form of presentation 
where the curve is derived from an incom plete sel. 

Conclusion nd proposals for further study 
The outcome of th is study has been to demonstrate that a 
rderence chronology of growth cycles in the UK economy 
may be found, and that groups of ind icators may be 
identified which have consistent timing relationships with 
the cycle. Ahhough the results are in some respects tentative 

and preliminary. it is felt that they are of sufficicnt interest 
to justify regul<lr presentation of a sct of cyclica l ind ica tors 
in EI 'Ollom /c' Trends. It is pro posed that every month graphs 
will be show n of the four composi te indices, toget her with 
brief comments on the la test movements of the indicators. 
In February. May. Augu$l and November furt her graphs 
will be included, sho ..... ing a ll indicators in their timing 
groups: the indic3 to rs ..... ill De shown in the original se3sonally 
adjusted form, and also trend· eliminated, MCO-smoothed 
and inverted if appropriate. The d3tcs of thc reference 
chronology will be superimposed. 

The first of the regul3r monthly presentations and the 
quarterly ch3rts a ppear in Appendix II . 

lt is essentia l to make clea r the limited nature of Ihi ~ 
exercise. Because attention is concentrated on turn : 
points. which occur only every 2 o r 3 ycars. there will oft~ .. 
be lillie th at ca n be said abo ut the d;Jta other than th at a 
cyclical turn has no t occurred . Beca use the timing rela tion· 
ships are deri ved from data analysis rather than a complete 
econometric model, it will not be justifiable to regard a turn 
in Ihe leading indicato rs as a prediction o f a coming cyclica l 
turn ; at most. it gives an ind ic3tion of something 10 look 
for as new observations arrive. Because all economic data 
are subject to irregu lar flu ctuations and revi sions, it will not 
be possible to say with certainlY that a cyclical turn ha s 
occurred unlil some time later : mea nwhile, the fal se alarms 
may confuse interpretation of the figures. Because the trend 
removal process has to estimate Ihe direction of the long
term trend before full data a re available. there will be 
particular uncertainty about the movement of the detrended 
series for the last 2~ years : to emphasise this, the laller 
portion of the graphs of the trend ·eliminated and composite 
indicator series will be drawn with pecked lines. 

Despite all these caveats it is felt that this technique 
represents co nsiderable progress in organ ising the presen ta
tion of economic data in a neat and powerful way. 

Resea rch is continuing and may. in due course. lead -to . 
improvements in the presentat ion of the analysis. ThrE'Q.. 
lines of development which it is hoped to follow in the near 
future are : 

(n) a more extensive search or economic variables to find 
further indicators; 

(h) a review of the trend-elimination proctss. to try to 
develop trend est imation methods which entail less fe· 
vision as new observations are added; 

(r) further work on methods of constructing combined 
indicators. including particula rly an investigation of the 
value of rKent American work using cross-spectral 
methods. 

Cenlral Statistical Office 
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A PPE NDI X 

Selected indicators arranged in timing groups 

Leach (-lor lags 1+1 at reterence cvcle tu rns 

MeO Mean 
Indicato. F'!'Qul' ney Star! dale (QCDI Med ian Earliest LateSI deviation 

--- -
Lellding ;ndic.ron m 
Ho using staru, Great Britain- Iotal Monthly Jan. 1951 5m ->0 -14 - 4 3 
RaIl' 01 intereSl. 3 monll'u pr ime bank bills M onthl.,. J an. 1960 3m -" -" - 14 4 

Nel K Quisi t io ns 01 f inancial au eU, 
industrial and commerci~1 companies Quanerly In Qlr '63 2, -" -15 9 2 

Finanei.' Timel ordinary share i ndeK M onthly Jan. 1957 3m -. - 14 3 

L ,«/ing indiClIfOfl 'ii, 
Total inc . use in hire purehne debt Monthly Jan. 1958 5m • -" 3 3 
Inso lvencies: rece iving and administra tion 

ord ers Quanerly ht elf 'SO 2, 3 - 9 • • 3 
W;lgeS and salaries per unit 01 ou tput, 

manufacll,.,ing induslf ies Monthly Jan. 1963 ' m 5 ->0 • 3 
New ca, reg istrat ions Month ly Jan. 1957 3m 4 -" • 9 • 
Coincid~nt indica/on 

Gron domest ic product !e~~nditufe based~ Quarterly 1st QIr '57 2, 0 • 0 2 
Gross domestic product (output based) Quarterly ht QIr '59 

" 
0 0 • , 

Ani personal dispos.able income Quarterly h t Qtr '57 2, 0 -" • 3 4 

Index of vo lume of retai l NI les Monthly Jan. 19 5 7 5m • • 2 
Index of p roduction, manufactu ring 

indunries Monthly Jan. 1957 3m 0 • 8 , 
L,gg;ng indlcaton 

Vacancies notif ied to employment olliees Monthly Jan. 1957 ' m • 5 0 • 9 , 
Lzvel of manufac tu ring stocks and work 

in progress Quarterly h t Qtr '63 
" ." ." ." , 

Engineering industries, volume index for 
o rders o n hand Monthly Jan. 1963 'm ." • 3 ." , 

Invenment in p lant.nd machinery, 
manufacturing industry Quarter ly 1st Qtr '57 2, . " • 9 ." 3 

Unemployed, excluding school-leavers 
,00 adult Studenu. Great Bri tain Monthly Jan. 1957 'm • • • ." 3 

No tes: 
1. MCD applies to monthly series. QCD to quarterly series. The u nit o f measurement is a month or a Quarter as indicated. 
2. Leads and lags are measu red in mon thsthroughoul . 
3. The stert date QUOted .,presents the Slart of the date used in the anal ysis, and not neceuarily the earlieS! period for wh ich l igu res are available. 

\ 
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APPEND IX II 

Th" /oI/QI"ing lifO puges will be updated each month and will appear immediOlr/y opu the main seniol! of tabId alld charrs ill 

Economic Trend s. Thl' n('.~ 1 cig/II pages, sholl'ing indil'idual indicators, will hi' updated and publish'll OIlcr a quart!!r in tilt May, 
AUgUl"/, Nol"t'mbl'f 01/11 FI'brl/or}' iHlles. 

Defin itions 
Thi s section shows a reference chronology of peaks and 
I rough~ representi ng grrowlh cyc le:. in the United Kingdom 
economy. ;lnu ~roups or indic;Jtor se ries which have in the 
POlS! had a con~i,lcnl liming relationship with t he reference 
cycle. In the February, May. August and November issues 
graphs will be presen ted of 18 indicator series. a rranged in 
fo ur grour~ by l iming cbssific:uiC'n. \oge1 her wi th four com
posile indices. one for each timing group. In the inter
medi:!! e monlh~, only Ihe composite indices a rc shown. 

G rowth cyclcs arc defined as cyclical movements in the 
deviations from a long-term trend . Thus, the contraction 
ph:l se of a growth cycle is nOI necessa rily a cont raction of 
Ihe eConom\. but a re-duelion in crowth rate below that of 
the long-ternl trend . The trend-elimina ted series a re obtained 
by sublraCiing from Ihe original series an est ima te of Ihe 
long-term trend . O\er the central part of the series the trend 
is estimated bY:1 the-year moving average: fo r Ihe 21 years 
al each end a linear regression filled to the ex treme 5 yea rs 
of d:!!a is used . 

T he histo rical reference chronology has been o bta ined by 
considering evidence of growth cycles in si.~ series: the Ihree 
estimates o f GDP based on e.\penditure, ou tpu t and income 
respeClively. togethe r with industrial production . retail 
sales vol ume and notified vacancies. Known special 
economic or cl im:lIic faclOrs were d iscounted in judging thc 
Joc<lt ion of reference tu rning points. 

The groups of indica to rs have been selected beca use 
historically their growlh cycle turning points ha ve tended 
to be in:l consistent relationship to the reference chronology. 
a nd because t hey have an economic rationale to accou nt fo r 
this relat iomhip. Each group is presented in two fo rms: on 
Ihe lefl hand page are shown seasonally adj usted and MC D
smoothed series. and on the right hand page the same series 
a fter tre nd-elimination and inversion if appropriate. 

T he composite indices a re simple averages of indicator 
series afte r trend-elimination. amplitude adjustment. MCD
smoothing and inversion .if appropriate . 

The graphs of trend-eliminated series, and of the com 
posite indices derived from them, show the laSI 2~ years in 
pecked lines . This emphasises that this portion of the series 
is provisiona l a nd liable to ~ revi~ed due 10 the operalion of 
the trend-elimination process, 

T he latest pans of Ihe composite index graphs are sho\"~ 
as dotted lines: this ind icat es the area~ where differ 
repo ni ng lags ma ke it necessary to base t he indices O,i 
incomplete sets of ind icato rs. These po rtions of Ihe graphs 
a re included to give whatever information is available about 
t he latest movements. but they must be treated with more 
caution than Ihe remai nder. The comments on the la test 
movements poi nt out which indica tors are affect ing the 
latest va lues of the composite indices. 

Recent movements of the indieators 
(data ava ilable al 21 Februa ry 1975) 

The last reference cycle !U rn was a peak in J uly 1973. Each 
of the composi le indices showed a corresponding peak, and 
has generally decli ned since the n. The lalest value o f I~e 
composi te index of longer leading indicators shows a small 
upturn: this is chiefly due 10 the recent rise in the Finanrial 
Tim(!5 share index. together with the conti nuing rise in the 
( inverted) interC'st rrlte indicator. which has now bee n ri si ng 
since Ma rch 1974. The composite index of roughly coinc i· 
dent indicators has also shown an upturn in the latest month , 
due 10 the movement of the index of retai l sales volu me in 
Ja nua ry. Both these rises have occurred in one month on Iv 
a nd are based on an incomplete set or ind ica tors ( two in 
case of longer leads. only one in the coincident case). A ll 
other indicators which a re available to December 1974 o r 
Jan uary 1975 show a downwa rd move ment. 
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Cyclical indicators by timing classification 
leading indicators 0) Smoothed seasonally adjusted series 
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Le ad ing indicators (i) Smoothed trend·eliminated series 
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Cyclical indicators by timi ng classification 
Leading indicators (ji) Smoothed seasonally adjusted series 
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leadi ng indicators (ii) Smoothed trend· eliminated series 
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Cyclical indicators by timing classification 
Coincident indicators Smoothed seasonally adjusted series 
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Cyclical indicators by timing classification 
Coincident indicators Smoothed -trend-eliminated series 
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Cyclical indicators by timing classification 
Lagging indicators Smoothed seasonallv adjusted series 
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Cyclical indicators by timing classification 
lagging indicators Smoothed trend-eliminated series 
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